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FARPOINTE SECURES STRONG
INTEREST AT ISC WEST 2017
Held at the Sands Convention Center in Las Vegas,
ISC West is the largest security tradeshow in the U.S.,
and is the perfect venue to highlight Farpointe's RFIDbased OEM offerings for electronic access control.
Members of Farpointe's executive, sales, customer
support, engineering and marketing teams were
on-hand to demonstrate Farpointe's full line of
RFID access control readers and credentials:

..Pyramid Series Proximity

125-kHz Readers
& Credentials
A fusion of excellent read range, lightning speed
and easy installation
Delta® 13.56-MHz Contactless Smartcard Readers
& Credentials
An added layer of protection for security-sensitive
applications
Ranger® 433-MHz Long-Range Receivers
& Transmitters
Long-range access at the click of a button
Vandal- and Bullet-Resistant Rugged Readers
Maintain access control security even in
extreme conditions

..
..
..

®

Farpointe Raises a Glass
to Physical Access Control
On Thursday, April 6th from 3 to 5 PM, electronic access
control professionals and security industry experts alike were
welcomed to the Farpointe booth for the 6th Annual Friends of
Farpointe. Today, Friends of Farpointe is a must-attend access
control networking event where industry leaders discuss trends
and innovations, and take the opportunity to learn more about
Farpointe’s RFID-based electronic access control offerings.
We are honored to host our industry. Thank you to everyone
who attended!
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PROVIDING
ACCESS
Integrator collaborator creates major
healthcare security solution
By Scott Lindley
President, Farpointe Data, Inc.
As seen on SecurityToday.com
A Michigan based health care provider that features two main
campuses and has dozens of remote and satellite care centers
had, for years, deployed a magnetic stripe card-based Galaxy
Control Systems access control system integrated, installed
and serviced by VidCom Solutions in Lansing. The system
included both ID badging and video integration.
READ MORE

Pictured: P-710 and P-900 Proximity Readers

Product Spotlight: Farpointe’s
High-Performance Proximity Readers
Have a site requiring the added convenience of
longer read range?

..Senior care;
..Parking;
..Hospitals;
..Turnstiles;
..Airports.
With longer read ranges of up to 15 inches and 20 inches
(378mm and 504mm) respectively, the high-performance
P-710 and P-900 125-kHz proximity readers are backed by
Farpointe's lifetime warranty and feature generous credential
presentation targets.
For more details, download the following data sheets:
P-710 DATA SHEET
P-900 DATA SHEET
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